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Introduction

The G8 as an institution bas consistently sought new and increasingly useful ways to
contribute to a stable international order in the post-Cold War era- Traditionally it has
accomplished this function by acting as a catalyst to the peace and security agendas of
other international fora (such as the UN, World Bank, and the IMF to naine a few). In
recent years, however, the G8 bas directed its security focus toward the development of
an international conflict prevention regime which incorporates the participation and
utilization of ail relevant international and regional actors. Although this new conflict
prevention focus is characterized by "a high level of abstraction"', its sustained emphasis
within the Sunimit process has done much to highlight the unique and beneficial ability
of the G8 to provide impetus to a variety of conflict prevention processes within other,
more diffuse, organizations. At their 2001 Summit meeting in Genoa, Italy, the GB
signalled the beginning of a new and intensive partnersbip with African nations to
facilitate growth and development tbroughout that continent. A large part of this new
initiative will intersect with the G8's pre-existing focus on conflict prevention.

This paper, then, seeks to develop and assess the feasibility of realizing a new generation
of conflict prevention initiatives, to be advanced tbrough the G8 at this year's Canadian
hosted GB Siunmit and Foreign Ministers' meetings. These initiatives reflect Canada's
current and evolving foreign policy priorities, especially Canada's commitment to
working with its New Parùiership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) partniers.
Accordingly, this paper examines the possibility for the realization of a new generation of
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territories around the world. According to the report, Africa is the major site of enduring
war, %vith over 40 per cent of ai wars being fought on the continent.

These conflicts have devastating and far-reaching effects. In addition to the tragic loss of lives
and widespread human rights violations that are products of civil wars, these conflicts also serve
to destroy badly needed infrastructure,. and impede or reverse development and discourage
investment4. Violent civil conflict can also seriously impact the environmnent, causing the wide-
scale destruction of forests and mountains, and the unchecked exploitation of natural resources5.
These conflicts also contribute to food insecurity and its couniterpart, the spread of disease,
which in itself may indirectly contribute to conflict in the long ru6 .Furthermore, longstanding
violent confiict or civil war often serves to create a "culture of violence", characterized by the
widespread tendency to solve disputes through violent rather than peaceful means7 , and a
"&militarized society" in which families and individuals armn themnselves in self-defense or to prey
on others 8. These developments contribute to a cycle of violence. The causes of these civil
wars are difficuit to isolate, and vary extensively from case-to-case. Literature on civil wars in
Africa points to, for example, widespread inequality among different groups, a history of
division based on ethnie or racial lines, resource scarcity, pervasive poverty, insecurity and fear
among populations, poor govemnance, greed and the desire to profit from war, and grievance
with the state of affairs in a country, as inter-related causes of violent conflicts in Africa.

The literature on conflict prevention emerging from the academic coinmunity tends to consider
the multi-causal nature of conflict and present integrated recommendations that attempt to
respond to a number of potential causes and effects of confiet. The literature generally frames



by the World Bank and UNUIWIDER stress the internai costs of conflict in tenus of loss of
lives, damaged facilities and foregone production (Carment and Schnabel 2001).



requires some form of "social engineering" (14). Consistent with this perspective, Michael S.
Lund provides a useflul working definition of conflict prevention as:

"govemnmental and nongoverrmental actions, polîcies, and institutions that are
taken deliberately to keep particular states or organized groups within them from
tbreatening or using organized violence, armed force, or related forms of coercion
such as repression as the means to settle interstate or national political disputes,
especially in situations where the existing means cannot peacefully manage the
destabilizing effects of economic, social, political, and international change" (in
Carment and Schnabel 2001: 15).

Conceptual clarity also requires a consideration of various forms of conflict prevention. Lund
(2000) identifies a central conceptual muddle confusing the thinking and action of third parties.
Similar to David Malone's observation above, Lund argues that NOOs, govemnments, and the
media ofien obscure the distinction between reactive humanitarian. and peacekeeping conflict
interventions, on the one hand, and more proactive efforts aimed at alleviating the problems and
tensions that lead to conflict ini the first place, on the other. This reactive-proactive confuision is
reflected in thinking on the phases of conflict that attract third party concern and involvement.
Lund (2000) notes that "many recent publications on the subject of how third parties should deal
with conflicts stili automatically focus, without explanation, only on the conflicts' advanced
stages, as if conflicts are presented to, the international community suddenly as fuill-blown
Iiuranitarian crises and wars12,, (12). The point to be made here is that conflicts "have a



produced by the International Peace Academy (IPA) fleshes out these concepts by identifying a
trigger as "a catalyst which spurs violent conflict" under various combinations of structural
sources of tension, including insecurity, inequality, private incentives and perceptions (p3).

Light prevention responds to triggers while deep prevention addresses structural conditions.
While light and deep prevention address differenit causes of conflict, it is also useful to consider
the distinction between these two formns i terms of the duration of preventive initiatives. Light
intervention involves short-terni involvement at critical stages of a conflict. Deep intervention,
on the other hand, addresses longer-term issues and initiatives. Since this paper is concemed
primarily with the G8's role in deep intervention (whose evolution wilI be tracéd below), it is
helpful to consider the parameters of this form of prevention. Carment and Schnabel (2001) note
that long-terni prevention seeks to provide long-term stability and includes "[alny activity that
advances human security, alleviates poverty and threats to the environent, increases respect for



later haif of the nineties. Conflict prevention was flrst mentioned ini the political communique from
the Tokyo 1993 Sununit, specifically highlighting the need to strengthen the UN's ca{iacity for
"preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peacekeeping, and postconflict peacebuilding" 1

Substantive treatment of conflict prevention issues by the G7/8 îtself, however, were imtially
introduced under the larger rubric of transnational organized crime. In Halifax 1995, the issue of
flrearms trafficking was added to the Suninit's agenda and a special working group (G71P8
Experts on Transnational Organized Crime) was formed to deal with this issue among a host of
others. G8 focus on illîcit arms trafficking increased in the years following Halifax. This intense
scrutiny yielded many policy benefits, flot only in domestic policy among the Eight, but in extemnal
organizations such as the UN (by catalyzing the progress toward the ECOSOC Fireanns Protocol
and encouraging the work of the UN's Panel of Govemrmental Experts on Small Armnsi.' " Thi
early attention to coafliet prevention highlights the many advantages to sustained G8 involvement.
While the G8 is i many ways a deliberative body rather than a decisional one, it's restricted
membership (comprised of some of the most powerful nations of the world) makes it one of the
more flexible institutions and one that can provide leadership to those organizations that have
more diffuse and slow-moving mechanisms for policy implementation.

The Conftict Prevention Focus - Cologne 1999

In realizing that the increased occurrences of intra-state, regional and ethnic conflicts were highly
destabilizing to the international system, the G8 began to seek solutions for the underpinnings of
conflict itself. Thus, the 08's approach to conflict turned to that of prevention. Indeed, G8
attention to the more holistic nature of conflict prevention (as an issue bundie whose elements
were inter-related) was initiated at the 1999 Cologne Summit where the foreign ministers openly
stated that there was a need for policy improvement and innovation i the area of conflict
prevention - especially in the more general, long-range areas of democratic institution building.
The Heads of State, in their final communiqué also called for further attention to this area, leading
to an ad hoc Ministerial session on conflict prevention in Berlin in December 1999.16 At this
meeting, the G8 Foreign Ministers asked their Political Directors to meet speciflcally and regularly



Foreign Miitr ndicated that a holistic approach that identifies the underlying causes of çonflict
was eesay



Given these criteria, the G8 Foreign Ministers undertook five broad conflict prevention initiatives,
most of them with very tangible and concrete aims. These initiatives were within the following
areas (excerpted from the Conflict Prevention Fact File 23):

1) Smaill4rms and Light Weapons
The G8 underlined that the uncontrolled and illegal transfer of small arms

and igh weaonsand the excessive proliferation of these weapons in many
parts of the world pose a threat to peace and security. Emphasizing the need
for intr atinlisiuin and individual states to improve and increase the
effectivens of their efforts by developing co-ordinated and coherent
poliçies, the G8 decided not to authorize the export of snall arms to those
countries where there is a clear risk that these might be used for repression or
aggression againist another country. The group agreed, at the saine time, to
ensiure thtits export liesn decisions rsetthe ECOWAS moratorium

ini October 1998.

.e OS



conflkcts and crises. Whilst istngthat the interests of the legitiuate
diamond producers and traders be protected, the G8 decided to co-operate
with the varlous actors involved {govemrments of diamond-produving states,
neighbouring states, major marketing centres, as well as regoa

oraiains and thepte so) in order to ur ilct imnfl .A

carie ou b te Uitd Ntinsin Anoa and in the Democratie Republie
of Cogcligfrurgent cooperation with the govermet of Sierra Leone

on te prpercontol ver taein diamonds produeed ini that country.

At ims iret ariciansand toofe hlesvictims, children are the

effeots of conflicts. The G8 agreed to concert pressure i ail inentonlfr
aantindividual governments and armed groups when access to assistance



and Light Weapons in Ail Its Aspects and its resulting Programn of Action. Likewise, the foreign
ministers lauded the progress made within the Kimberly Process toward developing a certification
process that would break the link between the illicit trade ini diamonds and confliet. Work on the
Children in Armed Conflict agenda was also successfülly carried out tbrough the UN, resulting in
the signature of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on Children in
Armed Conflict at the Millenium Summit in New York. Further work in this area was also
pursued tbrough the ILO resulting in a convention on the Worst Forms of Child Labour.

In the area of Civilian Police, the G8 was gratified to see advances within the UN system in this
area with the release of the Brahimi recommendations on Civilian Policing. These
reconimendations stenimed out of the Panel on United Nations Peacekeeping Operations. 'Me
Panel, which was chaired by Lakhdar Brahimi, Under-Secretary-General for Special Assigrnents
in Support of the Secretary-General's Preventive and Peacemaking Efforts, presented its
recoxnmendations in August 2000, recommendations which included the restructuring of the
Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO). The Comprehensive Review of the DPKO was
acknowledged and it was noted that fur-ther work needed to be pursued on the UN's earty warning
capabilities.

Significantly, in the area of conflict and development - perhaps the most diffuse of ail of the
Miyazaki initiatives - the foreign ministers re-emphasized that "preventing conflict and promoting
development are mutually reinforcing and pressing top priorities on the international agenda" .2
To underscore their intent to move toward a more comprehensive and holistic approach, they
agreed to promote "the consideration of conflict prevention in development assistance strategies -
including the HIPC initiative - and ensure a smooth transition from relief to post-conflict
development." 26 As an example of such a strategy, the foreign ministers lauded the April 2001
OECDIDAC Supplement to the 1997 Guidelines ("Helping Prevent Violent Conflict: Orientations
for External Partners"). The DAC Guidelines continue to underpin the G8's move toward a more



* Encourages the participation of ail actors of civil soclety, including
wome's rganzatons, in confliot prevention and confliet resolution as

-wel a enourgeand support the sharing of experienees and best
pracice. I lie wth he 197 ECDDACstaemet, nd its April 2001

inal te haesof the prcesof conflict pentoresolution and

peacefui society. Special ateton should be given, in this context, to

idetifingandworingwit loalwonien who represent an influential

"* norge hs involved in plann for disarmament, demobilizatio1

and ritgan prgas to consider the specific needs of female ex-

" Sup~ports the provision of appropriate gender-sensitive triigfor
participl t in pec-related operations, inctuigmltryosres
civllian plchmnrlghts and huantarian personnel.

" norgsth ponmn of more womeu to national and internationa
pt, includm>g SRG, Spei Envoys, Resident Coordinators an te

*Commits, w1here aprorit, to the integrto of ged perspective
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The second section of the Rome Anex ored the forelgn ministers' ly9rk in the area
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Compact, the ORÇI> Guidelines for Mutntonal Enterprises and similar
work in other multilateral fora, including the World Bank.

"expresses its intention to co-operate with private and non govemrmental
sectors using these initiatives as points of reference.

" intends to work further with the private and non-governmentàl sectors to
explore best practices to respond to specific challenges faced in high-risk
environeuts. stresses the valuable contribution that partnership between
corporations and local conimunities can niake to the development of civil
Society.

y 8Record on 4C»4fic Prevention: Sucse and Challenges

the self-directe4 epr card on Conffict Prvnto that was released at the G38
,n Minise' 'Meeting in Rm, it is possible to drwsome broad conclusions about

ý'Sàres o suces ad callngeinther aprochto Gonflict Prevention. What is



The New P'iwtuersi for Afrkca's DeveIopmnt (NEPAD) and the G8

The New Partnership for Afrkca's Development (NEPAD) had its genesis in two separate

developmnent pan for Mfica, eacli createdb fia leaders. The first plan, deeoped within

the context of the Oraiain of Aficaity (>AU) by Arcnlaes was entitled the

Millenium Patesi for the African Recovery Porme (MAP). he second was a separate

initiative (the O EAPa)crae by PeintA Wade of Senegal for the Faco-Africa
Summit ~ ~ Q in Yaud, anroni Jnay 20 .3 fe xesv oslain ewe h

authors of the toplas followed by their conclusion that every effort should be made to integrate

them as one qomn document, an integration teamn was assembled~ at the elomnBakf

Southemn Africa. The two, African-authored initiatives were finally reconciled at the OAU



Aficans are not willing to further reinforce their dependen 'cy on the rest of the world through aid,
nor witl they accept marginal concessions. The time bas corne to develop initiatives that build on
the natural and archaeological resources of the continent as well as to take advantage of the talent
and creativity emergmng from Africans' unique and diverse experiences and circumstances.
Critically, the NEPAD centres on African ownership and management. Lt catis for a new
relationship with industrialised countries and multilateral organizations that takes country
programmes as their point of departure. As the drafters of the document state, "[t]he agenda is
based on national and regionat priorities and devetopment plans that must be prepared through
participatory processes invotving the people" (il). This people-centred approach is further
emphasized in a cati for African peoples to mobitize support for the imptemèintation of the
initiative by devetoping structures for organization, mobilisation and action at ail tevels (13).
However, at the same time, the plan recognizes a pressing need for good leadership capable of and
comnnitted to acting on behaif of the people.

Consistent with the comprehensive approach to human security and conflict prevention pursued by
the G8 and the Canadian governent, the NEPAD initiative recognizes the integrated nature of the
social, potiticat, economic and security aspects of sustainable development, and their implications
for preventing conflict. To achieve its objectives, the African leaders have agreed to take joint



calls on mnenbers ta giv'e special attention ta the reduction of poverty an
women and ta address the gne-peciflo implications of poverty rediucti



would be responsible for developing a concrete Action Plan -for Africa 9." The Action
Plan for Africa is meant to address particular aspects of the NEPAD initiative while at the
samne time drawing on relevant G8 initiatives already in play, (i.e. education, health, and
information and communications technology). The leaders ini Genoa "agreed that the
Action Plan for Africa should reflect areas in which the G8 can bring value in addressing
systemic challenges confronting AfriCa 4 o." The G8 emphasize particularly those areas
that support the previously agreed upon Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
including:

" Reducing by half the number of people living in extreme poverty by 2015;*

" Achieving universal access to primary education by 2015;

" Eliniinating gender disparities in primary and secondary school enrolment
by 2005,

* Reducing infant and child mortality rations by two-thirds by 2015;

* Reducing maternaI mortality rations by three-quarters by 2015; and



action 3 . Integrative initiatives, or misraming initiatives, serve to guide thinking and action

by compelling organizations to "consider how a certain issue relates to every relevant activlty

and sets up the~ structures to address W' (Leon~hardt 2000: 92). Targeted action refers to policy

objectives that aim at reforming or oféig support in specifie sectors pertaining to con~flct
prevntin. n wat ollos, hispapr eamies to itegatie iititives: conffict prevention

maintreaing nd ende maistremin,and two targeted initiatives: corporate social

Confhect JPrevention Prescriptions for the Kananaskis G8 Africa Action Plan

Within the broad cneta rmtrsof the types and objcie of cofitprevention, as

well as the O8's 'praie avnge in conflkct prevention, and the objectives of the NEPAI)

made lby lOs on four key aesof conflict prevention. Lt does 80 wlth th neton of
docmetin te roges, halenes ndreommndtins pertainng to tbeseisse inorder to

devse st o popoal fo atio o th prt f he 8.It s ope tat heinformation

gendfrom te reviews will help the Gi8 move from goditnin to good practice ini the

field of cofitprvnin In what flos, thspaper eiwinghemrn fote

acdrn'and NQO communities on effective,'itgaiefaeok adtree taeis

overarciuing frmwrsofeconflict prevention and gender misraig tte ust

discussion of inuovative thnigon specific conflict prvniiseaesb osdr

(DDIR>.



The Issue and Challenges

The international comrnunity is acknowledging that the prevention of violent conflict is a critical
first step toward advancing human, regional and international security as well as promoting
successful development and trade projects. Lund (2000) notes that considerable progress bas
been made in the field of conflict prevention; conflict prevention is now addressed frequently in
the policies and agendas of the EU, the UN and regional bodies; intergovernmental organizations
and NGOs have hosted international conferences on conflict prevention in Europe, North
America, Africa and Asia; and case studies identifying lessons learned from past conflict
prevention. successes and failures are beiug produced. Despite these advancements, however, a
number of obstacles stand in the way of developing highly effective instruments and
mechanisms for preventing the outbreak and escalation of violent conflict. A nuinber of
scholars identify a general lack of political will on the part of relevant parties as one of the
greatest challenges confrontingconflict prevention. Indeed, Brown and Rosecrance (1999)
argue that "one of the main barriers to conflict prevention is motivating outside powers to take
action" (1). A similar conclusion is drawn in a Carnegie Commission publication on the gap



reasonable effort, international a étors are bound f0 act to do what is pssible wherever

situations could very likely lead to massive violence (Lund 2000: l6)4P.

Maisteamngconflict prevnini h sWphr of'"hnig logie efrst ante

ptevnfl rvnini h phr f9cid.Ti reires raiain nvle ncnlc

(IntrninalJAlert and Safrorld). According to HatinaHber of the Co~n/hct Prevention
Network, misrang teefore inyolves:

Combining policy-speifi nweg wîth conflict prevetoexris with the
help of social, economic, pliicîaI and securityintues.Mntrangs

tuabout establshn a nhue "clueof prevention" and rvdn
appopiae man ad proeu t ffeciey fllow a "antem oiy
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conflict analysis, strategy formulation, institutional capacity, monitoring and evaluation,
documentation of good practice and institutional learning, human resources and devolution of
analysis and decision-making. Kenneth Bush of the IDRC also provides insight into the kinds
of frameworks that are appropriate for evaluating both the pre-project and post-project impact
of various development and humanitarian operations on conflict. This paper develops a Peace
and Conflict Impact Assessment (PCIA) framework for assessing the impact for peace and
conflict of development policies ini conflict-prone regions. Jean Daudelin of the North-South
institutes adds that PCIAs should be used to make donor govemrments and international
orgamizations "conflict aware" rather than to compel them to altogether avoid policies and
programns that may lead to conflict. Daudelin submits that equity must corne first; PCIAs may
indicate that donor goveruments and international organizations need to be more cautious in
pursuing particular approaches but these actors should flot be unwilling to support initiatives
that generate conflict in the process of pursuing justic.

Conclusion andi Recommendations

A review of a number of sources on conflict prevention reveals that some of the greatest barriers
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conflict and its reoccurrence. Consistent with the preceding discussion of the importance of
constructing a "conflict prevention lens," this section considers the strengths and weaknesses of
currentapproaches to "gender mainstreaniing" in peace and security as elucidated in the
academic literature and the work of NGOs and 10s. Without belittling the achievements made
thus far, this paper draws attention to oversights and criticisms of current approaches to gender
mainstreaming ini the field of conflict prevention specifically, and peace and security more
generally. It concludes with a set of recommendations on gender mainstreaming tailored to the
comparative advantage of the G8.

Thse Issue

The importance of integrating a gender perspective into ail policies and programs is widely
recognized and emphasized in the work of governments, academics and NGOs. Reanda (1999)
notes that considering the concerns and priorities of women, and gender relations more generally
is central to the transformation of unequal relations and the empowerment of women. However,
the integration of a gender perspective mnto policy planning and implementation is more than a
human rights and social justice issue; it is critical to the success of the development and security
programs and policies pursued by donor countries. Indeed, the World Bank notes that "countries
that promote women's rights and increase their access to resources and schooling enjoy lower
poverty rates, faster economic growth and less corruption than countries that do flot. 51" A
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While gender mainstreaming achieved international consensus (albeit with reservations from
national goverrnents) ini the areas of development and human riglits, peace and security, the "hard
core" of international affairs remained much more resistant to including a women's dimension in
policy and program considerations. However, 0n121 October 2000, the United Nations Security
Council adopted Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security which acknowledges the need to
mainstream. gender perspectives and analyses into every aspect of the UN's peace and security
operations. The "regime of gender mainstreaniing responsiveness and women's rights in peace
negotiations" became legally binding with the passing of Resolution 1325.. Members of the
Security Council also affirmed that "equal access to and full participation of women in power
structures and their fuît involvement in ail efforts for the prevention and resolution of conflicts
were essential for the maintenance and promotion of peace and security" (Qîsson and Tryggestad
2000: 1). In summary, recent developments ini the United Nations and other international
organizations indicate acknowledgement of the importance of mainstreaming gender perspectives
i ail projects and programming, both as a human rights and equality issue as well as a necessary

condition for the successful implementation of these policies, including those pertainin-u to peace



including restrictive social norms, or fiimily or care-giving obligations that limit access to
ballot boxes. For gender maiinstreaining to effectlvely work toward gender equality, the
realities of wom~er's experiences must be accounted for. Likiewise, simply usun
initiatives~ that nres women' satcpto ndcso-aigi fe o nuht
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The Role of Men

IntrntioalAlet t a asoaruethat gedrmainstreaming approaches will not work if tley do
not trùly engender conflict prevention or post-conflict initiatives. Referring to consultations on

gedrand early wamning, International Alert et ai reported that the consultation also expounded
the belief that to engeuder early warning systems, it is not enuhta simply empower and involve
women. hIdictr and sytm ol have to have men and women workling together, with mpen
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women of different age groups play different roles and have varying experiences in war and its
aftermath. Girl and aduit femnale soldiers have unique needs and capacities coming out of war,
as do eiders. The conclusion to be drawn here is that gender mainstreaming as it pertains to,
conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction must be considered critically in order to
reveal underlying assumptions of the conunonalities between women as weIl as the appropriate
roles of men and women i post-conflict societies. Farr (2000) suggests that what is required is
a case-by-case analysis of the needs and aspirations of men and women frorn a variety of
perspectives. Awareness of the culture, context and power-relations in the community is
important. Developing this understanding requires working with local men's and women's
groups.

Obstacles at the Level ofMechanisms

Reanda (1999) argues that one of the main bamrers facing effective gender mainstreaming
is the lack of appropriate mechanisms for implementation at the national and local levels.
While responsibility for implementation of gender mainstreaming commitmnents lies with
national goverrnents, Reanda suggests that the international conirunity can provide
assistance in disseminating information and mobilizing public opinion, or through the
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C: Disarniament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR)

When civil wars end, societies are faced with the enormous tasks of disarming, demobilizing, and
reintegrating into society former combatants, as well as people displaced during the war.
Successful DDR can be an essential step toward consolidating peace and preventing the re-
eruption of violence ini war-affected societies. DDR is also undertaken ini conditions of relative
peace by countries that want to reap the benefits of a smaller mobilized population, including a
less militarized and thus less conflict-prone society. The processes of DDR are complex and
challenging in both actual and potential conflict zones; accordingly, there exists a number of ways
in which extemal parties can contribute positively to these processes. This section reviews
academic and NGO literature concerning the components of DDR, its role in peace building and
conflict prevention, and the challenges it presents. Finally, this section selectively considers some
of the problemns and solutions associated with current approaches to DDR in order to elucidate
some of the ways that the G8 can assist in the undertaking of these complex and multi-faceted
initiatives.

NGO and academic literature provides varied understandings of the objectives, and processes of



contribute to the disruption of new political and social conflicts. Indeed, the Bonn International

Centre for Conversion (BICC) is undergoing studies to determine the impact of demobilization



Nicole Bail (1 997) provides a u'seflul typology by dividing the demobilization-reintegration
processes into four phases. Demobilization first involves the assembling or cantoniment of
soldiers. Assembly entails taking account of ail combatants anti their weapons, as well as, in the
case of govemrment troops, confining themn to barracks. The process of assembling anti cantoning
soldiers' subsistence, leisure anti Iealth needs are adequately met 26. The second stage of the
demobilization-reintegration process involves the discharge of soldiers. Disdiarged soldiers are
often traiisported to, their home regions. Some receive foodi provisions for travel, as well as
orientation and some proportion of their benefits upon arrivai. The third stage of the process is
reinsertion. According to Bail reinsertion involves the admiuistration of transitory provisions to
assist former combatants in adjusting to the meit challenges of civilian life 21. The final
step is reitgrton. This involves "incorporto of the vera and his [sic] faniily into
civilian socety and the attainment of financial independence through involvement in productive
activities 2811 (90).

While Ball's typology is helpful lnu trmnn the comoents of demobilization anti
reintegration, Kingma (2000) rernintis readers that reintegration involves net only
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Carbolla et ai note that "the control of heavy and personal weapons is usually the first step in
war-to-peace transitions and it is generally accepted that ail "surplus" weapons and equipmfent
must be destroyed or closely controlled before further negotiation steps are taken" (2000),
However, Barbara Walter (1 999) argues that peace settiements frequently breakdown because
the demilitarization provisions of negotiated settiements create "security dilemmas in the
reverse" (134). Walter explains that as groups begin to disarm they become more vulnerable to
surprise atta 'ck. This sense of vulnerability creates fear among combatants and the population at
large as well as heightens sensitivity to the possibility that the opposmng group will violate its
commitment to disarmament and demobilization. Consequently, each group becomes more
likely to renege on its commitments to demobilize; continued fighting offers a safer option than
agreeing to increase vulnerability tbrough negotiation. For Walter, a third party is needed to
create a sense of security and enforce the terms of the seulement: "Third parties can verifyr
compliance with the termns of demobilization and warn of a surprise attack, they can guarantee
that soldiers will be protected as they demobilize, and they can become involved if one or both



femnale combatants or wives of combatants into account (BICC'1999). The United Nations
Briefing Paper 4 writes: "There is littie documentation on the gender dimensions of DDR" (3).

This oversigbt is clearly flot due to women's absence in war. Indeed, women are implicated in

war in a number of capacities, as combatants29, wlves of figbters, or war widows (Farr 2000).

However, DUR may ignore women's experiences, with dire consequences for those women. For

example, the demobilization proga in Mozambique in the mid- 1990s provided only men with
resttemntpackages and adminised only maie clothing despite the fact that women were

also lubaatsi this civil war (United Nations 2000).

When they include women at ail, UDR progranis tend to assume that men and women have

similar experiences lu armed conflicts. However, femnale ex-combatants face different

chalnes dma men when reinteraig into society. For example, as Colletta et ai note,
" ... social integration is often difficuit for femnale ex-combatants, who are Iikely to have become

accustomed to an indepenclent and egalitarian way of life in the military; they understandably
flnd it bard to adapt to the expectations of traditional coimunities" (23). DDR progranis also

tend to assume that men and women have the same access to resources in post-conflict societies.

However, due to uxnequal distribution of power between men and women, men are often in a

betrposition to benefit fromn reintegration initiatives . Moreover, the reintegration of female

combatants may be comp1icated by the fact that many are single mothers requiring special

provisions for childcare and supplemented assistance for Iimediate renertion and longer-

terni survival (Loten 200 1).



and international organizations are deeply involved in both demobilization and HIV/AIDS
prevention campaigns and treatment initiatives, " 4yet few attempts have been made either within
and/or between the organizations to rationalize their initiatives and to create cohierent and
miutualiy supportive approaches" (2). They suggest that demobilization and reintegration phases
offer a number of key opportunities for including HIV/AIDS prevention programs as well as
providing for individuals already affected. Intervention can include awareness campaigns,
information, education, counseling and care for combatants infected with HIV/AIDS as well as
their partners and families. They also suggest that resources should be available to the partniers
and families of infected combatants.

Inadequate and Poorly Coordinated Assistance

The discussion above indicates that DDR i3 an extremely expensive undertaking requiring
extensive technical and financial support, ofien from international actors. For example, the
Armned Conflict Report concludes that effective reintegration depends on the availabîlity of jobs
and growth for demobilized soldiers. This report argues that providing alternative livelihoods
not only requires extensive resources in the inunediate terni but also long-term development and
growth. Bail (1997) sheds light on the enormity of this task in Africa noting that "African ex-
combatants constitute a specially disadvantaged group. The typical veteran is semiliterate at
best, 13 unskilled, lias few personal possessions, ofren lias no housing or land, and frequently lias
many dependents. Some veterans are also physically and psychologically handicapped by
wartime experiences" (Bail 1997: 86, Colletta et ai. 1996). The BICC finds that failure to
p ro vide productive alternative s may encourage former combatants to re-employ their military

ive m~



studies, they argue that such delayed pledges -can wreak havoc on reconstruction and peace

building efforts (6)", inasmuch as they resuit in incomplete projects and unfulfilled expectations

for peace. Similarly, Berdal (1996) argues that "donor countries and NGOs usually choose to fund

0121y specific parts of a programme" (67), often in accordance with their own polltical interests

rather than the needs of recipient countries. The resuit is a lack of coordiuated and integrated

progane that refleet donor rather than recipient interests. Berdal (1 996) argues that "if

international support for operations cannot be sustained, the end resuit of a "fits-and-starts" policy

inay be worse" (37).

Forman et ai argue that a primary factor accounting for these shortcomings is the absence of a

44regime - in the sense of institutionalized norms, rules, and decisionmakiflg procedures -

governing multilateral support for reconstruction" (l13). Despite recent attempts to devise

&4common principles' and "best practices" including, for example, the OECD/ DAC Ouidelines on

Confiet, Peace and Developmeut Cooperation and LJN's "Strategic Framework for Response to

and Recovery from Conflict," funding remains ad hoc, voluntary and poorly coordinated. This

volume offers a number of recommendations for overcoming some of the problems of aid

distribution and coordination inj ps-çonflict situations. First, Patrick argues that donors need to

create a franiework outlining donors' aid principles, objectives and strategies for each post-conflict

situation. This would facilWtate the formulation of a "commnonasssac srtg, and to help the

xecovering state in draftiug au initial recovery plan" (in Fora et ai: 35). Moreover, hie argues

that donors shouki strive to çreate flexible and rapid assistance funds that couki meet the

immediate recovery needs of societies emergmng from war, and avoid critical pledglng delays.

While these recmedations suggests improvemet to donor approaches, it 15 important to note

tbat the problem of indqaeor inpropie funding for reostution, including DDR, does

not reside solely at the "suplsie "(Bail 1997, Forman et ai 2000). To the contrary, these

'4-- tli3nt evî-n when~ renrsae forthcoig, the "dea-side" of these resore (the



1) Disarmament measures need to be supported but cautiion needs to be exercised in
pursuing disarmament and demobilization. These initiatives may fail in the
absence of confidence and trust among parties to the peace agreement.

2) Those affected by DDR have special needs. Attention needs to be given to
women affected by war. Opportunities exist within DDR processes to, pursue
HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment programs.

3) A more comprehensive framework for coordinating aid and monitoring its
dîsbursement is required among donor countries.

4) Donors must also focus on building local capacities to absorb aid.

GS-Specific Recommendations

As mentioned above, is successful as acting as a catalyst for the processes of other tOs
and regional organizations. The following recommendations are based on an
understanding that these are initiatives that the G8 can pursue in other fora. Accordingly,
these recommendations also consîder what lias been done by other 10s in the considered
areas.

1) G8 can support regional organizations involved in disarmament as well as also that
provides primarily fmnancial and technical assistance for disarmament and weapons
moratorium programs. However, it is also important to note that the G8 and the
international community more generally cannot use an "African solutions to African
problems" approach as an "exit strategy or a conifortable way for the international
community to abdicate its responsibilit. 60,' This aunlies to ail initiatives to sunnort



4) Considering the high prevalence of 111V! AIDS among military personnel, G8

members who fund DDR projects should be encouraged to integrate HIV/ AIDS

prevention programs into demobilization activities.

a) G8 mexibers shou1d support itreions that include prevention campaigns,

information, education, counselling and care for those infected with H/ AIDS.

b) Interventions shou1d also target the families and communities of military

personnel.
c) (G8 members can also encourage their national organizations supportmng

demobitization to provide resources and support to families, orphans and wjdows

of affected combatants and former combatants.

5) The G8~ can encourage inember countries to push for the development of a more

coherent and binding framework or strengthen their commitment to the OECDI DlAC

Guidelines on Confliet, Peace and Development Côoperation and the UN's "'Strategic

Framework for Response to and Reoeyfrom Confliot" in order to coordinate and

monitor of donor aid to post-conflict societies.

6) The G8 can also fcsattention on the need to build local cpites ini order to

facîlitate the absorption and aporteuse of donor fuuds in post-conflict contexts.

Many 1400s who are aetively involved in post-confllct reconstruction and conflict

prevention have reetdyepesdthe need for a greater investment in

trainmng/capacity building.



operations and the exacerbation, or continuation of conflict in unstable regions. Others argue*that
multi-national corporations can play, and have played, a positive rote in mitigating violence and
preventmng conflict. This section reviews the central tenets of the debate over whether corporations
can be conflict-reducing or conflict-promoting emerging from academic and NGO literature. It
distinguishes between situations of civil war and those of comparative"peace with respect to
corporate activity 33. It then elucidates and critically assesses a range of approaches and policy
instruments for corporations operating in both peace and conflict zones with an eye to developing
the recommendations for G8 presented ini the final section of this report.

The Issue

In the introduction to their edited volume Greed and Grievance: Economic Agendas and Civil Wars
(2000), Mats Berdal and David Malone offer some insight into key economic issues in civil wars.
Based on the preliniinary resuits of a multi-year study conducted by the IPA on economic agendas in
civil wars, these authors argue that current approaches to conflîct prevention, conflict resolution and
peace building are often based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the causes and nature of
conflict. Emphasizing the importance of recognizing the "polîtical economy" of civil wars, they
submit that, in many cases, edites, the military, and citizens have a stake in continued violence
insofar as they come to rely on the resources and employment gains provided by war. These authors
argue that conflict prevention and peace building mandates tend to conceptualize the roots of
conflict as essentially political, resultîng from a "collapse of a process or a particular order" (4) and,
consequently, often ignore the economic dimension of conflict. Similarly, David Keen argues that



business activity relates to violent conflict by, for example, influencing the dynamics of violence,
the curtailment or perpetuation of human rights abuses or the'sustainability of militaristic regimes.
Accordmng to a number of scholars and orgamizations, corporations can play a positive rote in
promoting peace. These authors focus on the link between business activity and long-lasting peace.
The IPA notes that "[fJoreign direct investment (FDI) may stimulate economic growth and facilitate
economic and political liberalization in some circumstances", developments which are linked in the
minds of many to peace and stability. 36 Moreover, as Arvind Ganesan of Human Rights Watch
argues, the conventional wisdom holds that "constructive engagement" on the part of businesses and
goveruiments is likely to lead to "greater revenue, jobs, roads, schools, hospîtals, and ultimately a
middle class participating in government 37,,« International Alert, an NGO focusing on conflict
resolution and peace building bridges the gap between the development contribution of corporations,
on the one hand, and their influence on conflict, on the other: "[tihe private sector, fromn
multinationals to small local businesses, has a vital role to play in creating wealth, promoting socio-
economic development and contribution to the prevention and resolution of violent conflict ".

Focusing specifically on situations of confliet, the International Peace Foruni's The Business of
Feace projeet provides a framework for assessing both. the positive and negative roles. business can
play in situations of violent conflict. The project also explicitly outlines the ways in which business
can make a positive contribution to conflict prevention and resolution, tbrough, for example,
engagement ini preventative diplomacy, deployment and disarmamrent, and participation in both
emergency humanitarian relief and long-terin peace building which adctresses the root causes of
conflice9. Also pointing to the potentially positive role of business in zones of conflict and areas at
risk ofeconflict, Virginia Haufler (2001) identifies a number of ways industries can contribute to
peace. Focusiniz on non-extraction industries, she demonstrates how companies concernied with



"4constructive engagement" argument that is often espoused by the Canadian govemrment to
legitimize trade relations with countries with questionable human rights records does flot hold much
weight in Africa. Govemance structures on the continent are often too weak and ineffective to be
influenced by efforts on the part of Africa's trading partners to "work from within", that is, to push
for internaI reform through the promotion of trade links.

Furthermore, a number of scholars and NGOs argue that, rather than help prevent or resolve conifiet,
corporations operating in actual or potential conflict zones may both directly and indirectly fuel or
contribute to violence. In a recent article in Canadian Foreign Pohicy, Craîg Forcese draws on the
example of the Talisman Energy Inc. case to shed light on the charactenistics of what lie caîls
"militarized commerce", the ways in which business and violence can interact in conflict-prone
zones. Far from helping to mitigate violence, firms can contribute to conflict in a number of ways.
For example, firmns operating in potential or actual conflict areas may lire security firms to protect
investments. In some cases, companies rely for their security on state militaries, many with poor
human riglits records. Consequently, argues Forcese, "companies retaining disreputable security
forces may mun the risk of discovering themselves closely affiliated - in fact or perception - with
repressive regimes, and more critically, with both unconscionable actions by state armies and
stepped-up civil or regional conflict" (38).

A second way in which firms' presence can contribute to violence is by producing products,
revenue, or infrastructure that cmi serve to increase a regime's ability to engage in abuses (IPA
200 1, Forcese 2001: 40, Pegg 2000). Furthermore, a firm's presence can provide international
credibility to a repressive regime. Pegg (2000) also argues that firms cai have a "catalytic efl'ect"
by "bringing local populations into confrontation with military forces" (40).



Another extreme example the possibility of direct complicity is provided by the IPA's work on
business and conflict. The IPA Workshop report on Private Sector Actors in Zones of Conflict

identifies private sector actors that intii nally seek profit from instability and conflict. Similarly,
one of the participants at the Roundtable noted that foreign corporations operating in Africa ofren
have an incentive to promote conflict. This participant noted that the majority of investment in

Africa is in the extractive industries. Unlike investment in agriculture or other "peace sectors"
which dpnsof peace ta secure profits, companies involved in resource extraction can operate
smoothly in conflict environments. I fact, these industries may profit from war imasmuch as the

state collapse that often accompanies civil wars in Africa allows companles to avoid paying taxes
and adeigto environmental standards or extraction quotas. In short, a review of a number of
sources and case studies suggests that corporations operating in unstable regions can directly or
indirectly contribute ta violence, human rights abuses and conflict.

It is important to note that a causal link between business operations and violence in conflict zones
remains tenuous. hIdeed, participants in the ll'A workshop on Private Sector Actors in Zones of

Cpnflkct concluded that more systematic research on the relationship between private sector
activity and violent confiict was required before an undesa g of the £bigger picture"' of this
relationship can be established 42. This may be true, However, as even a cursory review of a wide
range of case sui reveals, the smaller pieces of the bigger puzzle suggest, at minimum, that
firms eau and otndo contribute ta huinan rights abuses aud violent conflict in zones of actual or

potential confliet Thiis conclusion is revisited in this paper's discussion of recommeudations for
the G8 with respect ta corporate activity in actual and potential confiet zones.

Progress and Challenges

It is~ to ths oncemn that a number of civil society and academlc groups, as welt as goveri'ents

and nte-goerrientl oganzationz have îesponded. In vwhat follows, this review osdr

rsosbilitv (CSRK>.cudn voluntary codes and legal rgltos h ups fti eto

actors



reports, "Consumer pressure ... may only be effective where the targeted company has a broadly
recognizable product brand and where documented misdeeds are persuasive .enough to induce
consumners to forego the benefits they derive from the good in question. Companies that have a
lower public profile, have extensively diversified holdings, or which deal in "genleric"
commodities like timber and oil, may be less amenable to this sort of pressure" (2001: 11).

The creation of voluntary codes seems to hold greater promise. A number of comprehensîve
voluntary codes of conduct for corporate activity in both peace and conflict zones have been
developed recently by civil society groups, independent goveruments and inter-governmental
organizations (IGOs). The following section will consider in more detail the work of governiments
and IGOs in the area of CSR. What is important to note here is the content and scope of codes
emergmng from within civil society. One example of a comprehensive set of guidelines is
produced in the January 2002 report of the Canadian Democracy and Corporate Accountability
Commission (CDCAC)44. -These guidelines were drafted in accordance with information and ideas
emergmng ftom Canadian business people, church groups, trade unionists, governiment leaders,
investors, academics and concernied citizens in public hearings conducted across the Country 4 5 .

The report does not offer a definitive code for CSR but rather demarcates specific areas and basic
standards*that should form the content of corporate responsîbility. Critically, these standards draw
on established voluntary codes of conduct in order to provide a comprehensive and standardized
approach to CSR. Participants at the Roundtable noted, however, that voluntary codes tend to
focus exclusively on the responsibility of home govemnments (in this case, G8 countries). They
suggested that, ini order to be effective, NEPAD countries must also take some responsibility in
promoting, monitoring and enforcrng adherence to voluntary codes on the part of foreign



many firms is that adhering to voluntary codes will undercut their competitive advantage

compared to business rivais (CDCAC 2002). Firms that might otherwise agree on to codes may

refuse i the face of losing their competitive advantage to less ethical rivals ("defection").

Indeed, this points to the problemn of unilateral standard-settiug.

Most importantly, however, and central to a discussion of corporate activity in situations of

actual or potential cnitis a consideration of the limits on voluntary codes in conflict zones.

Even when complying with voluntary standards, companies operating in conflict zones are often

unable to ensure that they are not indirectly involved in fuelling or contributingý to violence or

hm rights abuses. As Matthews' work on Talisman in the Sudan suggests ý,and as

Talsa's own Corporate Social Responsibility Report reveals49, Talisman does flot have the

autho<rity or ahility to address issues of human rights violations linked to oit extraction, to control

the aysin hic th oi inrasrucureis used, or to monitor the ways i which oil revenue is

spent. Moreover, companies pursuing voluntary codes may also operate in an environent in

whic atainng nfomaton regarding the implications of their operations or even the conditions

The third aprahto nur that corporations set responsibly is through the use of domestic

or itrainllegal regulation. Hkwever, this approach is not without its problems. The IPA

(2001) notes with rsetto international regulation that "ail regulation has the perverse effect of

inrasn th *eni for evasion, and hence, can actually geeaenew forms of corrupt and

illicit atvies" (12). Indeed, sorte private sector actors acly profit ftom the flouting of

inentoa or naia aws and nrs(consider profits made tbrough the trade in illegal

goods). Moreover, international regulation requires the cooperation of a number of states to

g'ým;f t"% nravidiiwy domestic imolementation and enforcement of international standards or to



regulation in host countries is also problematic. Indeed, countries desperate for FDI are often
flot willing or capable of imposing regulations on potential investors, especially when other
countries are flot doing so as well. Moreover, even in countries that have devised
comprehensive legal regulations, weak govemments are unable to protest the illegal or
unscrupulous actions of powerful corporations51

Conclusion and Recommendations

A review of the literature on Corporate Responsibility and Conflict Preven tion reveals a debate
over the actions corporations can and should when conducting or considering conducting foreign
operations in situations of actual or potential conflict. On the one hand, some commentators
argue that corporations cati actively promote peace in areas of both open and potential conflict.
Others argue that the presence of a corporation often serves to exacerbate violence ini areas
experiencing open conflîct. The academic and NGO literature presents a number of tools and
reconinendations that cati be used to govern the actions of corporations in both peace and
conflict zones. Some of the recommendations explicated in the literature reviewed here include:

1) Individual members need laws that allow them to take action against their own
corporations. Accordingly, Canada needs to strengthen its conimitment to CSR. Some
suggestions include improving SEMA or developing more appropniate instruments such
as those devised by the US, the UK and the EU.

2) Corporations should be actively discouraged froin investing in conflict zones since it is
extremely difficult to avoid contributing to violence and human rights abuses in zones of



2) In Peace Zones: The G8 can encourage its members and other OECD countries to
harmonize voluntary codes of conflict for corporations operatiug in peace zones.
G8 and OECD members can consider offering tax cuts or other incentives to
companies that commit to voluntary standards and, through their investment,
contribute to building infrastructure in their host countries.

3) Thei G8 can support the creation of an independent international body of experts
that cai conduct fact-tinding missions for corporations with foreign operations,
and provide context-specific advice on confliet prevention considerations that
would assist with compliance to accepted voluntary codes. This international
body can also assist both home and host countries, and regional organizations, to
monitor compliance with these voluntary principles, as well as the aeeuracy and

adqay of the codes in specific situations.

4) In Co>nflict Zones: The OS cmi devise a set of legal regulatioms for the conduct of
corpratons lredy oeraiin zones that have become violent throughout the

duration of their investment period. These regûlations can be derived from the
voluntary principles for corporations operating ini conflict zones devised b>' the
UK and the US.

5) An international body worklng alongside home and host govemrments, and
regional organizations, can monitor compliance with these legal regulations.
Penalties for violation will be determined and enforced by the home country.

itore



the help of G38 support. This positive response also reflects the need for
reciprocation through a cominitment to follow through on civil society driven
initiatives. In many conflict zones, state collapse is an undeniable reality, and
civil society has the ability to fill the gap and concomitantly nurture social
responsibility and activism in the citizenry.

On Regional Peacekeeping
In past conflicts, African countries have made positive contributions to regional peacekeeping
efforts but have ofien lacked the logistic and fmnancial resources required to effectiveiy carry out
the complicated tasks associated with peacekeeping. Western countries have become increasingly
Iess willing to contribute militarily to peacekeeping operations in Africa.

1) G8 member countries should be encouraged to provide logistical, technical and
financial resources to sub-regionaI peacekeeping operations.

On Governance Mainsfreaming
1 ) Participants at the Roundtable expressed interest in pushing the G38 to aiso

consider "govemnance mainstreaming". This essentially requires G8 countries to
consider the effects of ail their development, trade and security operations on the
govemnance structure of the state. This is a particularly important area of concern
given that good governance lias been identified by many, including NEPAD
leaders themselves, as an essentiai prerequisite for the success of the plan.

2) Similarly, poor governance is cited as a central cause of violent conflict. In addition to
mainstreaming governance concerns, the G38 can consider supporting orderly succession



often, but flot exclusively, focusing on the latent, pre-violence or post-violence stages of
conflict. This discussion underscored the reality that the G8 is best equipped to forward
deep intervention initiatives, mainly through other institutions and organizations. But it
also made clear the notion that conflict can serve as a catalyst for positive change; indeed,
the pursuit justice may sometimes lead to conflict. Efforts that seek to blindly prevent
conflict may serve the perpetuation of injustice. The goal of conflict prevention,
therefore, is flot to prevent confl ict per se but rather to prevent violent and destructive
conflict.

This paper then discussed what the (18 has accomplished so far in the field of conflict
prevention, looking at advancements made at Cologne, Miyazaki, and Genoa. It traced
the evolution of conflict prevention as an issue area within the Gg. We then examine the
substance and results of the first large-scale conflict prevention initiatives undertaken by
the G8, and the resulting implications for those initiatives in the area of conflict
prevention that form an integral part of the G8 Africa Action Plan that will be unveiled in
the Kananaskis Summit in June 2002. It was concluded that the G8 performs an integral
role in catalyzing initiatives undertaken by other international organizations in the area of
conflict prevention. It was also observed that significant challenges remain for the G8 in
terms of their implementation of a "culture of prevention". Concrete and systematic
integration of confliet prevention and gender mainstreaming considerations in all G8
multilateral and bilateral development progranis remains a step not taken.



drafted in this paper fail into two categories: innovative and rejuvenating. Innovative
recommendations are those that compel the G8 to 'do something new', create new
initiatives or foster new ideas that will improve the G8's commitment to conflict
prevention. Rejuvenating recommendations are those that cail on the G8 to, 'do
something better', to, deepen previously made commitments to conflict prevention. In the
concluding discussion that follows, this section briefly surmnarizes the recommendations
made throughout this paper, identifying innovatîve and rejuvenating initiatives.

Summary of Ctrnflict Prevention Mainstreanung Recommendations

Rejuvenation:
This paper found that, with respect to conflict prevention mainstreaming, it is
essential. that the Gg re-exaiuine ail aspects of the Action Plan for Africa to,
determine what their impact (separately and taken together as a whole) will mean.
for the possibilities of conflict and conflict prevention. This is particularly
necessary - as noted above - in the areas of the plan that deal with trade and
investment. The G8 themselves can encourage a "conflict prevention mentality"
by increasing their efforts to informn their domestic polities of the benefits, accrued
tbrough a long-term, sustained investmnent in prevention-targeted ODA.

Innovation:
*Domestically, the G8 governments should take the lead in applyiug conflict

prevention considerations systematically to, an evaluation of their individual trade
and development polîcies.

Summary of Gender Mainstreaming Recommen dations

Rejuvenation:



Innovation:

*G(8 members must not be paralysed by notions of cultural relativsm with respect
te the NEiPAD's ngetof substantive gender issues. This is not a cutrlissue.
G18 members need te design projects in consultation and dialogue with African
women in order to etem their needs, concerns and capabilities. It cannot be
assumed that African men are 'capable of speaking on behaif of African women.

* Whle it is essential to apply a gender lens, these must be applied critically so as
flot to assume commonalities among women or static gender relations. (G8
members shoùld be encouraged to consider the assumaptions about appropriate
relations between men and women, and wemen's position ini soolety that underpin
their conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction projeets.

Summary qf Disarmament, Deoiian and Reintegration Recommendations

Rejuvenation:

G8O cain support regional organizations involved in disammn as well as also
that provides primarily financial and technical assistance for disarmament and
weapons moratorium programs. However, it is also important te note that the G8
and the international community more generally cannot use an "African solutions

+ýA fý-i,,n nrnl-%tp-mq' ninnrflni<.b n- 2n1 "exit qtrateç!v or a comfortable wav for the



disbursement of resources in situations where a shortfall of resources risks
disrupting the peace building process. The G8 can push for the creation of a
more effective DDR Trust Fund through the World Bank that attempts to cover
expenses flot anticipated or flot otherwise provided.

*Consistent with a gender rnainstreaming approach to policy-making, the G8
should encourage member countries providing resources to DDR to ensure that
the programmes they support take into account the specific needs, unique
experiences and capacities of female ex-combatamts as well as war widows.
Assessment of these needs is best accomplished i consultation with women's
organizations.

*Considering the high prevalence of HIV/ AIDS among military personnel, G8
members who fund DDR projects should be encouraged to integrate 111V! AIDS
prevention programs into demobilization activities.



voluntary principles for corporations operating in conflict zones devised by the
UK and the US.

" An international body working alongside home and host governments, and
regional organizations, cai monitor compliance with these legal regulations.
Penalties for violation wilI be determined and enforced by the home country.

" The G8 can encourage its members to actively discourage initial investment in
conflict zones through the creation of legisiation, similar to the OECD's
convention on bribery, requiring signatories to outlaw violations by companies
operating in signatory jurisdictions.

Final Thoughts:

WVhile conflict prevention lias proven to be a sustained area of interest for the 68 over
the past few years, it is important to note that significant challenges stili remain.
Some of the best work done by the G8 ini this area lias been the resuit of its
overlapping membership within other international fora, and thus ils ability to
invigorate policy prescriptions within these bodies. But how can the G8's own work
in this area, particularly as it applies te, the upcoming Kananaskis Action Plan for
Africa, be better tailored so as to lead from good intentions to good practice? Many
of the above recommendations require a detailed, long-terni approach that would
entail sustained attention that may not be possible to achieve at the Sherpa level.
Perhaps the most important expression of political will, fulfilling the Mîyazaki pledge
of a "comprehensive approacli", would be the institutionalization of the Conflict
Prevention Officiais' Meetings (CPOM). The fruits of the Action Plan for Africa will
likely take many years to develop. What better way to nurture its promise than to
insure that violent conflict does not deter its other aims? It is within the Ggsahilitv
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